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Abstract. We report some very long period transients observed on a very broadband seismic station of the GEOSCOPE network, which is situated 8 km away from the
summit

of the Piton

de la Fournaise

volcano.

We transform

the ground velocity measuredby the seismicstation into tilt
and test the result by comparingwith data from Blum-type
classicalpendulum tiltmeters located in the same vault. The
comparison validates the use of the horizontal seismometers
for measuring tilt for periods shorter than 25 hours. The
method is applied to the transients observed prior to several eruptions and magmatic intrusions since 1991. Because
of the moderate

distance

between

GEOSCOPE

station

and

the summit of the volcano, the obtained tilt measurements
provide information about eruptions and intrusions which
complement the information on the geometry and location
of the magmatic sourceprovided by the summit tilt network.

Introduction
Piton

de la Fournaise

is a basaltic

volcano

located

in the

stations of the observatory monitoring network which are
not continuouslyrecorded, RER station allows the continuous observationof low frequency seismicsignalsbelow 1 Hz.
The station is equipped with a three component STRECK-

EISEN STS-1seismometer
[Wielandtand Streckeisen,
1982]
located in a closedvault in the middle of a 4.7 km long tunnel. This environment provides high thermal stability, with

diurnalvariationsof lessthan 0.1 øC [Delorme,1994].RER
measuresground velocity at different sampling rates: continuous recording of the LP and VLP channels at 1.0 and
0.1 sps, respectively, and triggered recording of the VBB
channel at 20 sps;since the beginning of 1998 VBB channel
is recorded continuously. The instrument response of the
station is well known and may be easily taken into account.
Since the installation of RER in February 1986, there
were frequent eruptions until 1992. From 1992 until near
the end of 1996, the seismic activity slowly decreasedwith

no eruptionor intrusion (seismicswarm without surfaceactivity). Then, a seismiccrisis occurredin November1996

Indian Ocean, 700 kilometers east of Madagascar. It is one

and the seismicity beneath the summit increased after July
1997 until the eruption on March 9, 1998. We checkedthe

of the most active volcanoes

continuous

in the world with

a mean time

between eruptions lessthan a year. Since 1980, the volcano
has been monitored by an observatory. It has a network including about 20 permanent seismicstations, mainly shortperiod, which are digitally recorded by an event-triggering
recorder. Signals from seven pairs of tiltmeters are also
telemetered to the observatory. In addition to these devices directly related to volcano monitoring, a broadband
seismic station of the global seismic network GEOSCOPE

[Romanowiczet al., 1991; Montagneret al., 1998]was installed

8 km from the summit

of the volcano

in 1986.

Fol-

raw VLP

records

obtained

since the installation

of the station in order to find any signal related to the eruptions

or intrusions.

We observed

some unusual

transients

for the 3 eruptionsthat occuredsinceJuly 1990 (19-20 July
1991, 27 August- 23 September 1992 and 9 March - 21

September1998) and for the two seismicswarmswithout
eruption(7 December1991 and 26 November1996). In one
of those cases,the signals have very low amplitudes and are
difficult to distinguishfrom the background noise or signals
due to the earth tide. However, the transients recordedduring the 1991,1992 and 1998 eruptions and the 1991 intrusion

lowing the recent development of broadband seismologyon

(figure2), are clearlyrelated to volcanicactivity.

volcanoes[Kawakatsuet al., 1994;Neuberget al., 1994]we

Prior to July 1991, no signals from eruption were observed, presumably because the sensitivity of the recording
system was much lower: 12 bit gain-ranged from 1986 to

took

an interest

in the data

recorded

at the GEOSCOPE

station, which have not yet been used to study the volcanic
activity.

Data

from

GEOSCOPE

seismic

station

A broadband seismicstation of the GEOSCOPE global

network(hereafterreferedto as RER) is locatedat Rivi•re

July 1990 and 24 bits (VLP) since 1990. Other transients
observedfrom time to time are mainly due to human interventions in the vault or nearby. We have not, so far, found
any monochromaticlong period tremors like those observed

by Kawakatsuet al. (1994) for Aso volcano.

Figure 2 displays clear variations of ground velocity on
the north-south component. Some weak signalsmay also be
Fournaisevolcano(figure1). Unlikethe shortperiodseismic
observedon the east-west component but nothing anomalous appears on the vertical component. This basic difference between the 3 components is commonly observedfor
Copyright2000 by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.
different eruptions or intrusions. In each case, the onset of
de l'Est

about

8 km

from

the summit

of the Piton

de la

the transients(dotted line A) may be correlatedwith the
start of a swarm of volcano-tectonicearthquakes(seismic
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Figure 1. Map showingthe locationof the Piton de la Fournaise volcano on R•union Island. Triangles represent the location
of the tiltmeters of the monitoring network.
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Figure

3. Tilt recordsfromtiltmeter stationRER2 and de-

rived tilt records RERtilt from the seismicground velocity at the
GEOSCOPE station RER. Top figure compares NS components;
bottom figure compares EW components. Records are for a 43day-long period in November 1996. The zoomed part on the NS
curves

crisis)beneaththe summitarea and/or with somelargetilt

3• 0

shows

the transient

related

to the

26 november

seismic

crisis, the signal is only observed on GEOSCOPE. Very longterm variations are different for the two kinds of instruments, but

variations on the summit tiltmeters. This suggeststhat the
signals are directly related to the volcanic activity.

shorter-term

Method

to refer to the ground tilt calculated from the seismicground
velocity recorded by the STS-1.

Because the observed long period pulses appear on only
the horizontal components,we proposeto interpret the tram

variations

sientsas tilt variations[Aki and Richards,1980], assuming Comparison

are similar.

with records of tiltmeters

that the horizontal ground acceleration is caused primarily
by tilt at the recording site. We use the following relation

STS-1 seismometers
(vertical component)were usedfor
example by Pillet et al. (1994) outsidetheir traditional
(1) betweenthe tilt variation • and the ground velocity spectralrange (0.1-3600s) for retrievingtidal signalsnear

measuredby the seismograph:

e =

1

=

g

diurnal frequencies. Otherwise, earlier generation long period horizontal seismographshave been used to measure tilt

1 dVground
g

[Eaton et al., 1987]for very long period and modern seis-

dt

mographshave been used to measure tilt in the near-field of

where ffgrounais ground acceleration. Obtaining tilt from

strombolianexplosions[Wielandt and Forbriger,1999] for

the recorded seismic data is done as follows. First, the
ground velocity is obtained from the raw data after correcting for the instrument response.Differenciating the ground
velocity, we obtain ground acceleration, which is then used

periods between 20 and 200 seconds. In order to validate
the use of horizontal STS-1 componentsfor measuring tilt
in subseismicbands we first compared tilt obtained from

in relation(1) to obtainthe groundtilt. We use "J•ERtilt"

from

GEOSCOPE
classical

seismometers

with the measurements

obtained

tiltmeters.
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Figure 2. Seismic
velocitysignals(VLP) observed
at RER stationfor 2 eruptions
in 1991(e91)and1992(e92)and an intrusion
in 1991 (i91). Data are not correctedfrom the instrumentresponseand presentedin count/m/s. The first dotted lines (labelled
A) indicatethe approximatebeginningof the seismiccrisesand the secondones(B) in the caseof the eruptionscorresponds
to the
beginning of surface activity.
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Figure 4. Tilt recordsderivedfromthe VLP seismic
signalsobserved
at RER stationfor the 1992and 1998eruptionsand for the
1991 intrusion (figure 2). Time scalesare the same as on figure 2 and the dotted lines have the same meaning.

Two Blum-typetiltmeters[BIumet aI., 1991]arelocated

The signal obtained for the 1991 intrusion is similar to
the one obtained for the 1998 eruption. In eachcase,tilt suginstruments(hereafterreferedto RER2) are astaticmechan- gests a monotonic inflation of a source situated under the
ical pendulumswith a short base [Agnew,1977] and are volcano. For the 1991 intrusion, the tilt signal at RER starts
made of fused silica. In the present case, each tiltmeter
at about the same time as the seismicswarm originating un(radialand tangential)is fixedon a silicabasewith two lev- der the summit of the volcano and the large tilt transients
elling screwsand is simply lying on the concretefloor. Data
observedon tiltmeters in the summit area. The March, 1998
from those tiltmeters are recorded at a rate of one sample eruptionhasbeenstudiedin detail [$taudacheret aI., 1998].
per two minutes. Since the two tiltmeters are approximately The pre-eruptive volcano-tectonic swarm lasted for about
oriented radially and tangentially to the summit of the vol- 35 hours, starting at focal depth of 5 km below sea level
in the same vault

as the GEOSCOPE

seismometers.

Those

cano, we rotate RER2 data to north-south and east-west
axis before comparison.
An example of comparison is shown for the data collected
during a period of 43 days around November 1996. The
choice of this time period was due to the good quality of
data during this period, all sensorswere working properly
and there wasn't any interruption or technicalproblem. Figure 3 presents the untilfeted tilt signals measured by RER2

tiltmeters (after rotation) and thosededucedusingrelation
(1) from RER signals(RERtiu); both components(eastwest and north-south) are shown. Very long-term (several
days)variationsare clearly differentfor both directions(NS
and EW) and may be due to the differentinstrumentaldrift
characteristics

between

the tiltmeters

and the STS-1.

How-

ever, a very good cross-correlationis obtained between the
signals from the two instruments when supressingperiods
longer than 25 hours: both instruments show tidal signals

with similar amplitude (0.1-0.2/•Rd) and shape. Someremaining differencesmay be attributed to the different characteristics of the instruments and to some possibleerrors in
instrumental

calibrations.

GEOSCOPE

seismometers

seem

to be more sensitive for periods around an hour and shorter
as it appears on figure 3 where a slight signal related to the
1996 magmatic intrusion may be observedon the NS component while nothing appears on the Blum-type tiltmeters.
At this point we have no explanation for this differenceof
sensitivity except for the difference of installation: broad

(7.5 km below the summit). However,the main deformation at RER, as well as at tiltmeters located in the summit
area, started only one hour before the beginning of eruption.

UsingOkada'sformulas[Okada,1985]for an openingrectangular dislocation in a homogeneoushalf space, we are mod-

elling the derived tilt (RElYtilt) and tiltmeter data in the
summit area (stationson figure 1); resultsindicate a shallow inclined dyke extending north of the summit along an
almost NS direction with a total volume of about 2 x 106 ms.

The characteristics of this dyke are similar to those of the
model deduced from interferometry by Sigmundson et al.

(1998) for the sameeruption of the Piton de la Fournaise.
Summit tiltmeters provide constraints on the geometry and
location of the dyke while the tilt ar RER provides complementary constraints, particularly on the total volume of
magma intruded into the dyke. The location of the seismic

station at a moderate distancefrom the summit (8 kin),
makes it less sensitive to the geometry and location of the
sourcethan the tiltmeters located much closerto and right
above the source.

For the 1992 eruption the signal observedon RER is different from the 1998 eruption. It starts with deflation that
coincideswith the beginning of the pre-eruptive volcanotectonic swarm. This deflation is confirmedby the tiltmeter

CHAP (figure 1), locatedabout two kilometersNW of the
summit. On the other hand, tiltmeters located at the sum-

dominated
by
band seismometers
were installedcarefully(e.g.,Urhammer mit (SOUF,DOL0 andBORY)arealready
et aI., 1998) while tiltmeters weresimplyplacedon the concrete floor.

effectsrelated to dyke injection at this time. Following the

initial deflation on RERti•

is an inflation that continues

until the beginningof eruptive activity (dotted line B). A

Tilt transients associated with eruptions
and

intrusions

The application of our method to the seismic transients
presentedin Figure 2 leads to the tilt recordspresentedin
figure 4. All tilt variations have amplitudes of a few tens
of microradians or less, and appear mainly on the northsouth component which is in a nearly-radial direction from
the summit

of the volcano.

signal of the same characteristic was also observed for the
eruption that occured in july 1991 suggestinga common
eruptive mechanism for those two eruptions. This difference
betweenthe signalsobservedfor the 1991 and 1992 eruptions
and the 1998 eruption is probably due to different eruptive

mechanisms.Accordingto geochemistry[Bach•lery,1999],
the small amounts of lava emitted during the 1991 and 1992
eruptions were emplaced in the superficial magmatic system
during the 1977 eruption, while the 1998 eruption was trig-
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gered by an incomeof magma comingfrom deeperareasof
the volcano.

Conclusions
We showin this paper that the horizontal componentsof
continuousseismicvelocity data recordedby the ¾erylong
period (VLP) channelof the GEOSCOPE seismicstation
RER, located 8 km from the summit of the Piton de la
fournaisevolcano,can be transformedto tilt. Furthermore,
we show that for periods lessthan 25 hours, the derive tilt
is comparable to the Blum-type tiltmeters recordsrecorded

ON A GEOSCOPE VBB STATION
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